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1. INTRODUCTION
Let p be a fixed odd prime number and k an imaginary abelian field
containing a primitive p th root ‘p of unity. Let kk be the cyclotomic
Zp-extension and Lk the maximal unramified pro-p abelian extension.
We put
N=k (=1p
n
| = # E , n1),
where E is the group of units of k . Let
X=Gal(Lk) and Y=Gal(L & Nk),
and let X&, Y& be the odd parts of the respective Galois groups. It is well
known that X& is (finitely generated and) torsion free over Zp (cf.
Washington [19, Corollary 13.29]). In the previous paper [6] on a power
integral basis problem over cyclotomic Zp-extensions, one of the crucial
points was the question: Is the quotient Y& of X& also torsion free over
Zp? In this paper, we continue the study on this quotient.
Let A be the ideal class group of k , and A+ its even part. It is con-
jectured by Greenberg [4] that A+=[0]. It is a consequence of this
conjecture that Y&=X& and hence Y& is also torsion free over Zp (see,
for example, the formula (18) in Section 6). However, at present, the con-
jecture is far from being settled in general, while no counterexample is
known.
Assume, for simplicity, that the exponent of 2=Gal(kQ) equals p&1.
Let  be a nontrivial even Qp-valued character of 2 (of degree 1) and *
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the odd character associated to . We showed in [6] that the *-compo-
nent Y (*) of Y is torsion free over Zp when ( p){1, regarding  as a
primitive Dirichlet character. When ( p)=1, the matters are complicated.
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for Y (*) to be torsion free
over Zp in terms of the -component A () of the ideal class group A .
More precisely, we prove that the Zp-torsion subgroup of Y (*) is
isomorphic to a certain standard subquotient of A () (Theorem 2).
Further, we give some assertions on this subquotient of A () (Proposi-
tions 1, 2).
This paper is organized as follows. We give the main result (Theorem 2)
and some related assertions (Propositions 1, 2) in Section 2. We prove
them in Sections 5 and 6 after some preparation in Sections 3 and 4 on
several related Galois groups over k . In Section 7, we give an application
to a power integral basis problem which we dealt with in [6].
2. RESULTS
We begin with some notation. Let k be an imaginary abelian field con-
taining a primitive p th root ‘p of unity, 2=Gal(kQ), and 1=Gal(k k).
We assume that
(H) p does not divide the degree [k : Q]
to decompose every object by the action of 2. Then, we can naturally
regard 2 as a subgroup of Gal(k Q), and we have a canonical decom-
position
Gal(k Q)=2_1.
A Qp-valued character of 2 defined and irreducible over Qp is simply called
a Qp-character. Let 8 be a Qp-character of 2, and
e8=
1
|2|
:
_ # 2
8(_) _&1
the idempotent of 8, which is an element of Zp[2] by the assumption (H).
Several groups associated to k or k (such as X, Y) are naturally regarded
as modules over the group ring Zp[2]. For such a module X, we denote
by X+, X& and X(8) the even part, the odd part and the 8-component
e8X of X, respectively. Throughout this paper, we fix a nontrivial even
Qp-character 9 of 2 and its irreducible component  over the algebraic
closure Q p of Qp . Here, we say that 9 is even when (\)=1, \ being the
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complex conjugation in 2. Let 9* and * be the odd characters of 2
associated to 9 and  by
9*(_)=|(_) 9(_&1), *(_)=|(_) (_&1) (_ # 2),
respectively, where | is the character of 2 representing the Galois action
on ‘p . We often regard  and * as primitive Dirichlet characters.
Since 9* is odd, the 9*-component X (9*) is (finitely generated and)
torsion free over Zp (cf. [19, Corollary 13.29]). We are concerned with the
question whether or not the quotient Y (9*) is also torsion free over Zp .
In the previous paper [6, Proposition 4], we proved the following:
Theorem 1. When ( p){1, Y (9*) is torsion free over Zp .
To give a theorem for the case ( p)=1, let us introduce some notation.
Let kn (n0) be the nth layer of the cyclotomic Zp-extension k k with
k0=k. Let An be the Sylow p-subgroup of the ideal class group of kn , and
A= An
the inductive limit with respect to the inclusion maps kn  km (n<m).
Denote by A 0 the image of A0 in A . It is conjectured that A+=[0] by
Greenberg [4]. At present, we have many numerical examples of (k, p)
with A+=[0], but no counterexamples (see Kraft and Schoof [12],
Kurihara [13], Sumida and the author [9]). However, the conjecture is
not yet proved to be true in general. Let A1 be the elements of A fixed
by 1=Gal(k k). It is known (cf. [4, Proposition 1]) that (A1)
+ is finite,
and hence so is (A1A 0)(9 ). If A
+
=[0], we clearly have (A
1
A 0)
(9 )=[0]. Denote by Tor Y (9*) the Zp-torsion subgroup of Y (9*),
which is a finite abelian group as X (9*) is finitely generated over Zp . The
main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 2. Let ( p)=1. The finite abelian groups Tor Y (9*) and
(A1A 0)(9 ) are isomorphic to each other. In particular, Y (9*) is torsion
free over Zp if and only if (A1 A 0)(9 )=[0].
We give some assertions on (A1A 0)(9 ) and A (9 ).
Proposition 1. When ( p){1, we have (A1 A 0)(9 )=[0].
Let U0 be the group of semi-local units of k at p. Namely, U0 is the
product of the groups of principal units of the completions of k at the
primes over p. Denote by E0 the subgroup of U0 topologically generated by
units of k. We show the following:
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Proposition 2. Let ( p)=1. Then, (A1A 0)(9 )=[0] if U0 (9 )=
E0 (9 ).
The following lemma is more or less known to specialists.
Lemma 1. We have A (9 )=[0] if and only if A1 (9 )=[0].
From Propositions 1 and 2 and Lemma 1, we immediately obtain the
following:
Corollary 1. (1) Let ( p){1. We have A (9 )=[0] if A 0 (9 )=[0].
(2) Let ( p)=1. We have A (9 )=[0] if A 0 (9 )=[0] and U0 (9 )=E0 (9 ).
Remark 1. (1) The assertion of Theorem 2 also holds when ( p){1 by
Theorem 1 and Proposition 1. (2) The first assertion of the corollary is a
version of [4, Theorem 1]. (3) Taya [18, Theorem 4] gave an assertion
similar to the second assertion of the corollary when the abelian field
corresponding to ker () is a real quadratic field in which p splits. In [17],
Sumida gave a criterion for A=[0] similar to the second assertion of the
corollary in a very general setting where k is a general number field and
k k is a general Zp-extension. (4) For the trivial character 90 of 2, it is
known (cf. [19, Proposition 6.16]) that X (90*)=[0] and A (90)=[0]
as a consequence of Stickelberger’s theorem. Here, 90*=|.
Remark 2. The Leopoldt conjecture for a couple (K, p) of a number
field K and a prime number p plays an important role in this paper. It is
proved to be true by Brumer [1] when K is an abelian number field. Good
references for the conjecture are [4, Section 2] and [19, Section 5.5].
3. SEVERAL GALOIS GROUPS
In this section, we introduce several Galois groups over k , and after
recalling and showing some fundamental facts on them, we prove an asser-
tion on Tor Y (9*) (Lemma 4), which is one of the key lemmas for prov-
ing Theorem 2.
First, we recall a standard notation on the completed group ring
Zp[2][[1]]. Let O=O be the subring of Q p generated over Zp by the
values of . We identify the subrings e9 Zp[2] and e9*Zp[2] of Zp[2]
with O by
e9 _  (_) and e9*_  *(_) (_ # 2),
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respectively. Throughout this paper, we fix a topological generator # of 1.
We also identify the subrings e9Zp[2][[1]] and e9*Zp[2][[1]] of
Zp[2][[1]] with the power series ring 4=O[[T]] by #=1+T and the
above identification. Then, for a module X over Zp[2][[1]], we can
regard X(9 ) and X(9*) as modules over O or 4.
Let Mk be the maximal pro-p abelian extension unramified outside p.
The fields L, N are intermediate fields of Mk . We put
G=Gal(Mk), H=Gal(Nk),
Z=Gal(MN ), I=Gal(ML).
These Galois groups and X, Y, A are regarded as modules over the com-
pleted group ring Zp[2][[1]]. For a Qp-character 8 of 2, let M(8) be
the intermediate field of Mk corresponding to 8$ G (8$) by Galois
theory, where 8$ runs over the Qp-characters of 2 with 8${8. Then, we
have Gal(M(8)k)=G (8). We define N(8), L(8), etc. in a similar way.
It is known (cf. [6, Proposition 3]) that
M(9*)=N(9*) L(9*). (1)
Hence, we can regard Z(9*) also as a submodule of X (9*):
Z(9*)X (9*). (2)
Then, we have
Y (9*)=Gal(L & Nk)(9*)=X (9*)Z(9*).
It is known that X (9*) and G (9 ) are finitely generated and torsion
over 4 (cf. Iwasawa [11, Theorems 5, 18]). For a finitely generated torsion
4-module X, we denote by char(X ) its characteristic polynomial, which is
a uniquely determined distinguished polynomial times p+ with +0.
Let q be the unique element of pZp such that ‘#=‘1+q for all ‘ # +p . In
[10], Iwasawa constructed a power series g (T ) in O[[T]] related to the
p-adic L-function Lp (s, ) by
g ((1+q)1&s&1)=Lp (s, ) (s # Zp). (3)
We can uniquely write g (T )=P (T ) u(T ) for a distinguished polynomial
P (T ) in O[T] and a unit u # O[[T]]_ because of the p-adic Weierstrass
preparation theorem and because the +-invariant of g vanishes by Ferrero
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and Washington [2]. Let T4 =(1+q)(1+T )&1&1. There exists a unique
distinguished polynomial P* (T ) in O[T] such that
P (T4 )=P* (T) v(T)
for some unit v # O[[T]]_ by the p-adic Weierstrass preparation theorem.
The Iwasawa main conjecture proved by Mazur and Wiles [14] asserts
that
char(X (9*))=P* (T) and char(G (9 ))=P (T). (4)
It is known (cf. [4, p. 265]) that
T |% char(G (9 ))
as a consequence of the Leopoldt conjecture for (k, p). Then, we see from
(4) that
T&q |% char(X (9*)). (5)
It is also known that
T |% P* (T)=char(X (9*)) for *( p){1. (6)
This follows from (3) and the formula [19, Theorem 5.11] for the value
Lp(0, 4) because B1, /{0 with /=(*)&1. Here, B1, / is the first generalized
Bernoulli number.
Lemma 2. When *( p){1, we have I (9*) & G (9*)T=I (9*)T.
Proof. Let \ be an element of I (9*) & G (9*)T. Write \=_T for some
_ # G (9*), and let _ be the restriction of _ to L(9*). Then, we have
_ T=0. From this and (6), it follows that _ =0 since X (9*) is torsion free
over Zp . Therefore, _ # I (9*), and we obtain the assertion. K
For a prime ideal p of kn over p, let Un, p be the group of principal units
of the completion kn, p of kn at p. Denote by Un=>p | p Un, p the group of
semi-local units of kn at p, where p runs over the primes of kn over p. Let
En be the group of units of kn . Embedding k_n into the product >p | p k
_
n, p
diagonally, denote by En the closure of En & Un in Un . Let
U= Un and E= En
be the projective limits with respect to the relative norms. The groups U,
E are regarded as modules over Zp[2][[1]]. By class field theory, we
have a canonical isomorphism I$UE over Zp[2][[1]] (cf. [19,
Corollary 13.6]). Since 9* is odd and 9*{|, we see that E(9*)=[0]
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by a theorem on units of CMfields (cf. [19, Theorem 4.12]). Hence, we
obtain a canonical isomorphism
I (9*)$U(9*)
over 4. So, we identify these two 4-modules: I (9*)=U(9*). On this 4-
module, it is known (cf. Gillard [3, Proposition 1]) that
I (9*)=U(9*)${4,44(T&q),
for ( p){1
for ( p)=1.
(7)
As for the Galois group H (9*), it is known (cf. [6, Lemma 1], Sumida
[16, Theorem 3]) that there exists an injective 4-homomorphism
H (9*) / {4,44(T&q),
for ( p){1
for ( p)=1
(8)
with a finite cokernel. This is the 2-decomposed version of [11, Theorem
15]. The freeness of Y (9*) over Zp when ( p){1 (Theorem 1) is a conse-
quence of (7) and (8) (see [6, Section 5]).
For a 4-module X, we denote by XT&q the elements of X annihilated by
T&q.
Lemma 3. (1) Let ( p){1. We have G (9*)T&q=H (9*)T&q=[0].
(2) Let ( p)=1. Then, G (9*)T&q , I (9*)T&q and H (9*)T&q are
isomorphic to O. Further, we have G (9*)T&q=I (9*)T&q .
Proof. The assertions for H (9*)T&q follow from (8). We see that there
exists an injective 4-homomorphism
G (9*) / {4 
r
i=1
4(Peii ),
44(T&q) 
r
i=1
4(Peii ),
for ( p){1
for ( p)=1
with a finite cokernel, where r, ei0 and Pi ’s are some irreducible dis-
tinguished polynomials with char(Z(9*))=>i Peii . This follows from (8)
and the fact that G has no nontrivial finite 4-submodule (cf. [11, Theorem
18]). By (2) and (5), char(Z(9*)) is not divisible by T&q. Therefore, it
follows from the above that G (9*)T&q=[0] or G (9*)T&q $O according
to whether ( p){1 or ( p)=1. Let us assume that ( p)=1 and show that
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G (9*)T&q=I (9*)T&q . We use an argument similar to the proof of [9,
Lemma 4]. Assume, on the contrary, that
G (9*)T&q {I (9*)T&q=U(9*)T&q .
Because of the condition (H), we have p & q. It also follows from (H) that
the quotient field of O is unramified over Qp . Hence, the ideals of O are
of the form paO (a0). Therefore, as G (9*)T&q $O, we see that
(G (9*)T&q)T=(G (9*)T&q) p$I (9*)T&q
from the assumption. From this, we obtain
I (9*)T&q G (9*)TG (9*)T=[0].
On the other hand, we see that the LHS of the above formula equals
U(9*)T&q(U(9*)T&q & U(9*)T)$4(T&q, T )=OpO
by using Lemma 2 and (7). This is a contradiction. K
We put
[G (9*)T&q]=G (9*)T&q Z(9*)Z(9*) (H (9*))
for brevity. Clearly, we have H (9*)T&q $[G (9*)T&q].
Lemma 4. The finite abelian group Tor Y (9*) is isomorphic to the
quotient H (9*)T&q[G (9*)T&q].
Proof. When ( p){1, the above two abelian groups are trivial by
Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 (1). So, we assume that ( p)=1. We have
I (9*) & Z(9*)=[0] by (1). Then, using Lemma 3 (2), we see that
[G (9*)T&q]$G (9*)T&q $O.
Therefore, as H (9*)T&q $O, we have [G (9*)T&q]= paH (9*)T&q for
some integer a0. Then,
H (9*)T&q[G (9*)T&q]$OpaO, (9)
and both sides are finite abelian groups. We put
H (9*)=H (9*)[G (9*)T&q]
for brevity. By (8), we have an exact sequence of 4-modules:
[0]  H (9*)T&q  H (9*)  A  [0]
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where A is an ideal of 4 with finite index. From the above, this induces
an exact sequence
[0]  OpaO  H (9*) wF A  [0].
Here, we denote the third map by F. In view of Lemma 3 (2), we can put
I (9*)=I (9*)G (9*)T&q .
By (1), we can regard I (9*) as a submodule of H (9*), and we have
Y (9*)$H (9*)I (9*).
On the other hand, I (9*) is isomorphic to 4 by (7), and hence the image
F(I (9*)) of I (9*) by the map F equals (*) for some * # A. Therefore,
we obtain an exact sequence
[0]  OpaO  Y (9*)  A(*)  [0].
The power series * is not divisible by p since the +-invariant of X (9*)
vanishes by [2]. Therefore, A(*) is torsion free over O and hence
Tor Y (9*)$OpaO.
By this and (9), we obtain the assertion. K
4. KUMMER DUALITY
In what follows, we always write elements of the tensor product
k_ Qp Zp over Z in the form ap
&n with a # k_ and n0. Let V be
the subgroup of k_ Qp Zp such that
M=k (a1p
n
| ap&n # V).
Let En be, as before, the group of units of kn , and
E=.
n
(En Qp Zp) (V).
The groups V and E are regarded as modules over Zp[2][[1]]. The
Kummer pairings
G_V  +p and H_E  +p 
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are defined by
( g, :)=(a1pn) g&1
with :=ap&n # V and g # G or g # H. These pairings are perfect and
enjoy the property
( g_, :_)=( g, :) _=( g, :) }(_) for _ # Gal(k Q), (10)
where } is the p-cyclotomic character of Gal(k Q)=2_1. Hence, by
letting _ run over 2, we obtain the following perfect subpairings.
G (9*)_V (9 )  +p and H (9*)_E (9 )  +p . (11)
It also follows from (10) that
( gT4 , :) =( g, :T) (T4 =(1+q)(1+T )&1&1). (12)
Using this, we see that the annihilator of G (9*)T&q (resp. H (9*)T&q) in
V (9 ) (resp. E (9 )) with respect to the pairings (11) equals V (9 )T (resp.
E (9 )T). We also see that the annihilator of [G (9*)T&q] in E (9 ) equals
E (9 ) & V (9 )T. From these, we obtain perfect pairings:
H (9*)T&q_(E (9 )E (9 )T)  +p  , (13)
and
(H (9*)T&q[G (9*)T&q])_((E (9 ) & V (9 )T)E (9 )T)  +p  .
The following lemma follows immediately from the last pairing and Lemma 4.
Lemma 5. Under the above setting, we have an isomorphism
Tor Y (9*)$(E (9 ) & V (9 )T)E (9 )T
of finite abelian groups.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let In be the group of ideals of kn , let Dn be its subgroup generated by
the prime ideals of kn over p, and let
I= In , D= Dn
be the inductive limits with respect to the inclusion maps kn  km (n<m).
In what follows, we often regard ideals of kn or its subfields as elements of
I . Let :=ap&n be an element of V. We can write (a)=A p
nB for some
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ideals A, B with A # I and B # D . Since the primes of k over p are
totally ramified in k , B is a pnth power in I . Hence, we may well
assume that (a)=A p n for some ideal A # I . By mapping : to the ideal
class [A] # A , we obtain a surjective homomorphism
H: V  A .
From this, the following exact sequence follows.
[0]  E  V wH A  [0]. (14)
Clearly, this is compatible with the action of Gal(kQ).
Lemma 6. Let k+n be the maximal real subfield of kn , p a prime ideal of
k+n over p, and h$ the non-p-part of the class number of k
+=k+0 . In the
ideal group I , ph$ is a pl th power of a principal ideal for any l.
Proof. Let P be the unique prime ideal of k+n+l over p. Then, p=P
pl.
We see that the order of the ideal class [Ph$] of k+n+l is a power of p since
the primes of k+ over p are totally ramified in k+n+l . From this and the
Leopoldt conjecture for ( p, kn+l), it follows that Ph$ is a principal ideal in
I (cf. [4, Corollary]). We obtain the assertion from this. K
Lemma 7. The map H induces an isomorphism
(E (9 ) & V (9 )T)E (9 )T$(A1 A 0)(9 )
of finite abelian groups.
Proof. Let :==p&n=aTp&n be an element of E (9 ) & V (9 )T
with ;=ap&n # V (9 ). Here, = # E , and (a)=A p
n
for some ideal
A # I with H(;)=[A] # A (9 ). Then, as aT==x p
n
for some x # k_ , we
see that ATpn=(x) p n, and hence AT=(x). Thus, we obtain a homomor-
phism
.: E (9 ) & V (9 )T  (A1A 0)(9 ), : [ [A]=H(;).
Here, [A] is the class in (A1A 0)(9 ) represented by the ideal class [A].
First, we have to show that the map . is well defined. Let
:=aTp&n=bTp&n (15)
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be an element of E (9 ) & V (9 )T with ap&n, bp&n # V (9 ). Let A
and B be ideals in I such that A p
n
=(a) and B p n=(b), respectively. We
show that [A]=[B]. By (15), we have
bT=aTx pn (16)
for some x # k_ . Take a large integer m such that a, b, x # k
_
m and
A, B # Im . As 9 is even, we may well assume that a, b, x # k+m . By (16), we
have (Nm0x) p
n
=1, and hence Nm0x=1. Here, Nm0 is the norm map from
k+m to k
+. Then, we can write x= yT for some y # (k+m )
_. From this and
(16), we see that
b=ay p nc (17)
for some c # (k+)_. Let h$ be the non-p-part of the class number of k+. It
follows from Lemma 6 that (c)h$=C(|) pn for some ideal C of k relatively
prime to p and some | # k_ . Therefore, by (17),
Bh$p n=Ah$pn ( yh$|) pn C.
From this, we see that C=D pn for some ideal D of k since C is relatively
prime to p and k k is unramified outside p. Therefore, we obtain
([B][A])h$=[D] # A 0 (9 ),
and hence, [A]=[B].
Next, we show that ker .=E (9 )T. From the definition, it is clear that
ker .$E (9 )T. Let :=aT p&n be an element of E (9 ) & V (9 )T with
ap&n # V (9 ). We may well assume that n is so large that pnA0 (9 )
=[0]. Assume that .(:)=[A]=0. As [A] # A 0 (9 ), we have A=A0 (x)
for some ideal A0 of k and x # k_ . Therefore, (a)=A
p n=(cx pn) for some
c # k_, and hence a==cx p n for some = # E . Then, as c # k_, we see that
aTp&n==Tp&n. Therefore, ker .E (9 )T, and hence, ker .=E (9 )T.
Finally, we show that . is surjective. Let [A] be an element of A1(9 ).
Then, A pn=(a) and AT=(x) for some n0 and a, x # k_ . Hence, we
must have aT==x p n for some = # E . Therefore, :=(aT p&n)e9 is an
element of E (9 ) & V (9 )T, and .(:)=[A]. K
Now, Theorem 2 follows from Lemmas 5 and 7.
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6. PROOF OF PROPOSITIONS
In this section, we prove Lemma 1 and Propositions 1 and 2. We use the
same notation as in the previous sections.
Proof of Lemma 1. We obtain a perfect pairing
Z(9*)_A (9 )  +p (18)
from the pairings (11) and the exact sequence (14). Using (12), we see that
the annihilator of Z(9*)T&q in A (9 ) equals A1 (9 ). Hence, the pairing
(18) induces a perfect pairing
(Z(9*)Z(9*)T&q)_A1 (9 )  +p  .
Therefore, we see that A1 (9 )=[0] if and only if Z(9*)=Z(9*)
T&q,
namely if and only if Z(9*)=[0] by Nakayama’s lemma (cf. [19, Lemma
13.16]). We have Z(9*)=[0] if and only if A (9 )=[0] by (18). K
Proof of Proposition 1. The assertion follows immediately from
Theorem 1 and Lemmas 5 and 7. K
Remark 3. (1) Let us give an alternative proof of Proposition 1. By
Lemma 3 (1), H (9*)T&q=[0]. Then, we see that E (9 )T=E (9 ) by
(13). We obtain Proposition 1 from this and Lemma 7. (2) By modifying
some argument in [4, p. 269], it is also possible to give another alternative
proof of Proposition 1, under the additional assumption that there is only
one prime ideal of k+ over p.
To prove Proposition 2, we need the following lemma on Un , the group
of semi-local units of kn at p. Let En be, as before, the closure of En & Un
in Un , and
Vn= ,
mn
Nmn Um .
Here, Nmn denotes the norm map from km to kn . It is known (cf. [3,
Proposition 2]) that Un (9 )=Vn (9 ) when ( p){1, and that V0 (9 )
=[0] when ( p)=1.
Lemma 8. If the equality Un (9 )=Vn (9 ) En (9 ) holds for some n=n0 ,
then it holds for all nn0 .
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Proof. Let mn. We can show that the inclusion map kn  km induces
an isomorphism
(Un Vn)(9 )$(Um Vm)(9 )
as a consequence of local class field theory. For details, see the 17th line
of Sumida [15, p. 695]. The assertion of the lemma follows from this as
En Em . K
Proposition 2 follows from Lemma 8 and the following:
Proposition 3. Let ( p)=1. Assume that Un0 (9 )=Vn0 (9 ) En0 (9 ) for
some n0 . Then, (A1 A 0)(9 )=[0].
Proof. We may well replace k by the abelian field k corresponding to
ker . Namely, k=k=k+, where the last equality holds as  is even.
Then, p splits completely in k as ( p)=1. Let [A] be an element of
A1 (9 ) with A # I . We have
AT=(x) (19)
for some x # k_ . Take an integer m such that mn0 and A # Im , x # k
_
m .
By (19), x is relatively prime to p, and Nm0x # E0 . Embedding k_m into the
product >p | p k_m, p diagonally, we may well assume that x # Um (by raising
A, x to the ( p&1)st power if necessary). We can take an integer l such
that
E0 & U p
m+l
0 E
pm
0 and p
m+lA1 (9 )=[0].
This is possible because of the Leopoldt conjecture for (k, p) (cf.
[4, p. 265]). By mn0 and Lemma 8, Um (9 )=Vm (9 ) Em (9 ). Therefore,
as xe9 # Um (9 ), we see that
xe9#(Nm+lmu) ’ mod U p
l
m
for some u # Um+l and ’ # Em . We see that Nn0 Un=U p
n
0 for any n since
p splits completely in k. Therefore, from the above congruence, we obtain
Nm0 (xe9’&1) # U p
m+l
0 .
Choose an element e # Z[2] such that e#e9 mod pm+l. This element
can act on the global groups Im and k_m . From the choice of l, we see that
[A]=[Ae]. Further, as Nm0 x # E0 , we obtain, from the above,
Nm0 (xe’&1) # E0 & U p
m+l
0 E
pm
0 .
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Hence, Nm0 (xe’&1)=$ p
m
for some $ # E0 . This implies that
Nm0 (xe’&1$&1)=1,
and hence xe’&1$&1= yT for some y # k_m . Then, from (19), we see that
AeT=(xe)=( y)T, and hence the ideal Ae ( y)&1 of km is invariant under the
action of 1. Therefore, we can write Ae ( y)&1=BC for some ideal B of k
and a product C of prime ideals of km over p. Hence, by Lemma 6, we see
that [A]h$=[Ae]h$=[B]h$ # A 0 . Here, h$ is the non-p-part of the class
number of k=k+. The desired assertion follows from this. K
Remark 4. In a part of the proof of Proposition 3, we have used some
skillful arguments in [4, p. 270].
7. APPLICATION
For a finite extension KF of a number field F, one says that KF has a
relative power integral basis (PIB for short) when OK=OF[:] for some
: # OK . Here, OK (resp. OF) is the ring of integers of K (resp. F ). Let F be
a number field with ‘p # F _ and EF the group of units of F. Let H(F ) be
the subgroup of F _F _p consisting of classes [:] (: # F _) for which
F(:1p)F is unramified (at all finite primes), and put
P(F )=H(F ) & EFF _pF _p.
It is known that for an element [:] # H(F ), the unramified cyclic extension
F(:1p)F has a PIB if [:] # P(F ). This was proved by Fuminori
Kawamoto, Noriyuki Suwa and the author independently with different
methods. For details and some related topics, see [58]. By the above
result, the quotient group H(F )P(F ) is naturally of interest.
Let k be an imaginary abelian field with ‘p # k_, and put Hn=H(kn) and
Pn=P(kn) for brevity. In [6], we have studied the even part H+n P
+
n . It
is shown (cf. [6, Proposition 1]) that H+n P
+
n =[0] for sufficiently large
n if A+=[0].
We assume that k satisfies the assumption (H) and give a quantitative
version of the above mentioned result on H+n P
+
n . Let 9 and  be
as before, and *9 the *-invariant of the torsion 4-module H=
Hom(A (9 ), +p ). Then, we have H$O *9 since H is torsion free over
O by [11, p. 266] and [2]. We have proved in [6, Section 3] that when
( p){1,
dim(Hn Pn)(9 )=*9 } deg (9 ) for sufficiently large n. (20)
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Here, dim(V) denotes the dimension of a vector space over the prime field
Zp pZp , and deg(9 ) is the degree of 9. The point of the proof of (20) is
the freeness of Y (9*) over Zp , i.e., Theorem 1. When ( p)=1, we can
prove that (20) holds if (A1A 0)(9 )=[0] in a way exactly similar to the
case ( p){1 by using Theorem 2 in place of Theorem 1.
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